LUA OVERVIEW: REAL-TIME MESSAGING

Reach Coworkers, Get Answers, and Work Faster

Your fast-moving organization needs secure communication that can keep up. Keep your team connected at every moment with real-time messaging across devices that is fast and intuitive.

THE LATEST TAB
All Your Work Conversations In One Place
Easily access and manage all Lua conversations within a dedicated tab. Every user’s most recent conversations, including Broadcasts, are kept right at the top for immediate access.

ATTACHMENTS
Bring Files Into the Conversation
Users can attach any type of file or media to their messages, and know that all coworkers in the conversation can access the attachment from any device.

SECURE COMMUNICATION
Rest Assured That All Your Conversations Are Secure
Lua adheres to the highest industry standards for security at facility, platform, and application levels, including 256-bit TLS encryption and SOC 1 audited physical security.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Know You’ve Been Heard
See who has or has not read each message through ReadReports, so you can be certain who has the right information and whether to follow up. For added assurance, request direct confirmation by attaching a button to your message.

BROADCASTS
Alert Everyone Instantly
Users with Broadcast privileges can send one-way Broadcasts to the entire organization, an ideal channel for announcements, alerts, and the occasional motivational message.

GROUP CALLING
Quickly Switch to A Phone Call
Some discussions are better had over the phone. Quickly initiate a call with a group of colleagues from within a conversation, without the frustration of dial-ins or passcodes.
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